
Grade 3/4 Term 2 Planner 2009 
Topic: We are Australian 

 
 Classroom activities/VELS focus 
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Civic knowledge and understanding: demonstrate understanding of the contribution of people from 
the many culturally diverse groups that make up the Australian community.     Describe symbols and 
emblems of national life in Australia and identify values related to symbols and national celebrations 
and commemorations.      Explain why protection and care for the natural and built environment is 
important. 

*KWHL about Australia. Where are we in the world? Map location? Accessing student’s prior knowledge about 
location in the world, flags, capitals, major landmarks   *Down under: Fit a map of Australia over the top of Europe. 
Class discussion on Where is Australia? Are we close to other countries? Are we big or small?  *Australian Jigsaw 
puzzle. Individually piece together and add State names and abbreviations and capital cities.      
*Travel all over the countryside: Students to “visit” a state each week and use data-chart to list information found. 
*Australian people: Looking at urban populations, land mass and multicultural nation. Discuss some of the different 
nationalities that make up the population of Australia. Students to learn more about their peers or family 
backgrounds. 
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The individual learner: seek teacher feedback to develop their content knowledge and understanding. They 
make and justify some decisions about their learning and, with support, set learning improvement goals.  
*Use of Individual Learning Logs    *Setting short-term goals and evaluating goals from Term 1     
*Individual researching as part of We are Australian unit of work 
 
Managing personal learning:  set short-term, achievable goals in relation to specific tasks. They undertake 
some multi-step, extended tasks independently. They comment on task progress and achievements.  
*Project work on Australian Explorers or Prime Ministers   *Writing a postcard using clues for a given 
state, including information learnt over the course of the unit 
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Reading: 
*Guided and Model Reading sessions  *Class novel such as “Seven Little Australians”   *Alison Lester “Are 
we there yet?” as a tuning in book   *Daily silent reading sessions   *Australian ballads and poetry such as 
Banjo Patterson, Mulga Bill, ….    *Reading maps, atlases and globes   *Focus on non-fictional text types    
*Informational fact sheets 
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Number: 
*Subtraction with trading moving to adding and subtracting decimals   *Australian currency, notes and coins 
recognition and adding and subtracting amounts, finding change given   *Introduction to decimals   *Continue to work 
on Place Value and introduce tenths and hundredths    *Introduce common fractions, comparing fraction sizes, finding 
equivalent fractions *Continued focus on multiplication facts 
 
Space: 
*Map reading on Adventure Camp    *Introduction of 2D and 3D shapes, identify, classify, properties of, reflections, 
turns, slide, tessellating patterns   *Jigsaw puzzle activity of Map of Australia to look at flip, slide, turn    
*G.B.O.L.T.S add these to maps of Australia displayed in class   *Grid references, locating cities and landmarks as 
part of “Travel all over the country side” activity    *Plotting routes around Australia, stopping at various locations, 
looking at map scales and estimating distances.     
 
Measurement & Chance & Data: 
*Australian Time Zones and Daylight savings   *Devise and run surveys on States visited as part of unit.  *Collection 
of data and using ICT to create spreadsheets 
*Introduction of time, hour, ½ hour and ¼ past and ¼ to, analogue and digital time    *Weekly completion of Data 
Chart on states   *Use of formal measurements of distances mm, cm, m and km    *Estimate perimeter and area of 
Australia using formal and informal units 
 
Structure: 
*Use of concrete materials (MAB for realising trading in subtraction)    *Patterns to help with mental calculations    
*Number patterns  
 
Working Mathematically: 
*Real-life problem solving with shopping and money   *Use of measurement materials such as rulers, tape measures 
and trundle wheels    *Use of ICT to present data collected such as Australian state populations, people who have 
visited each state, temperature) 
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ICT for creating:  With minimal assistance, students use ICT tools to capture and save images. They use 
simple editing functions to manipulate the images for use in their products.  
They make ongoing modifications to their work to correct the spelling of frequently used words and to 
rectify simple formatting errors.  
*Use of PowerPoint Presentation on an aspect of Australia    *Word processing for Narrative story writing, 
Aussie rhyming slang, bush ballads        *Create an online postcard using image searches, cutting and pasting 
images found from given sites 
 
ICT for communicating:  locate information on an intranet, and use a recommended search engine and 
limited key words to locate information from websites. They develop and apply simple criteria to evaluate 
the value of the located information. 
*Research Australian states on Internet find information about animals and floral emblems, flags and 
Australian Coat of Arms    *Use of information found for PowerPoint Presentation    *Use of online 
electronic atlases    *Use of Google Earth and Streetlife to locate places of interest and downloading 
images    *Create spreadsheets using Excel and graphing wizard relating to data collected on states ie 
populations, countries of origin for family backgrounds ,….. 
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Reasoning, processing and inquiry: collect information from a range of sources to answer their own and 
others’ questions.     apply thinking strategies to organise information and concepts in a variety of contexts, 
including problem-solving activities. 
*Using Willy Kids thinking keys with matching Willy Kids focus for the week 
Creativity:  use open-ended questioning and integrate available information to explore ideas.  
Reflection, evaluation and metacognition: identify strategies they use to organise their ideas, and use 
appropriate language to explain their thinking. They identify and provide reasons for their point of view, 
and justify changes in their thinking. 
*Students use the Alphabet Key to make a book of Australiana – try using names of places, natural and man 
made. 
*Australia is………..students to bring in photos, magazine images, pictures, Internet images of what they 
believe represents Australia and make statements to justify reasons 
 


